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ABSTRACT
Objective: this study aimed to assess the heart rate dynamics in young obese subjects by novel
chaotic globals to HRV. Methods: eighty-six young subjects were distributed in two equal groups
(n = 43) according to the nutritional status: obese and control following Body Mass Index. For the
analysis of HRV indexes, the heart rate was recorded heartbeat to heartbeat with the young resting
in dorsal (prone) position for 30 minutes. Results: after Anderson-Darling and Lilliefors tests, the
data was deemed non-normal. So, Kruskal-Wallis test of significance was applied for the statistical
analysis, level set at (p < 0.01). Principal Component Analysis (PCA) identified two components
represented 100% of total variance. The algorithm which applies all three parameters is suggested
as the most influential and statistically very significant at the level (p < 0.001); it also elevates the
chaotic response. Conclusion: youth obesity increases the chaotic response. The reasons for the
study include quantitative assessment to allow effective dietary, pharmacological or even surgical
intervention in the condition.
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INTRODUCTION
Heart rate recorded by Electrocardiograph
(ECG) can oscillate in a chaotic and complex way1-4.
Traditionally, methods derived from statistical
physics and thermodynamics have allowed
researchers to study such systems5. Heart rate
variability (HRV) is a cheap and non-invasive
method of monitoring the sympathetic and
parasympathetic ratio. In addition, the HRV is
considered a functional marker of human
development6 and can be used to identify
phenomena related to the autonomic nervous
system (ANS) in healthy subjects and patients with
diseases7-9. High HRV is a signal characterizing a
healthy person with efficient autonomic
mechanisms. Whilst lower HRV is frequently an
indicator of atypical and insufficient adaptation of
the ANS; causing the subject low physiological
function.
In general spectral entropy10 and techniques
termed spectral detrended fluctuation analysis
(sDFA) and spectral multi-taper method (sMTM) are
based on ‘chaotic globals’11. Spectral entropy applies
the standard Shannon entropy12,13 algorithm to a
Welch power spectrum14. Whereas, sDFA applies the
DFA algorithm in the same manner to the same
power spectrum. This attempts to overcome the
disadvantage of limited time-series; since only
phase information is misplaced. sMTM applies the
responsive and adaptive multi-taper method
(MTM)15,16 to the data. sMTM is the value of the area
between the MTM spectrum and the baseline. If
spectral entropy and sDFA previously applied to
Welch power spectra were applied to multi-taper
spectra which do not have fixed windows but are
adaptive and sensitive – the results may have
greater chaotic parametric response. We would then
term these parameters high spectral entropy (hs
Entropy) and high spectral detrended fluctuation
analysis (hsDFA).
These computations are useful clinically in
patients undergoing surgery17,18; or unable to
communicate distress as in sleep apnea19 or
dyspnea20-22 and the potential risk associated with
diabetes mellitus23 and obese children24 has been
studied using these methods. This study aimed to
assess the heart rate dynamics in young obese
subjects by novel chaotic globals to HRV.
Understanding the obesity, causal factors,
consequences and repercussions, it is important and
reinforces its status as a public health problem, and
such studies are essential to establish the intensity
of the changes promoted by obesity and stimulating
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programs of prevention and treatment of obesity
include changes in lifestyle, particularly changes in
eating habits and regular physical activity, which
come against the precepts of public health that
works to improve health and quality of life through
prevention and treatment of disease and through
promotion of healthy behaviors25.
METHODS
Population and Sample
In this study, we reviewed data of 86 young
volunteers of both sexes, with a mean age of 20.58
± 1.48 years. The subjects were assigned as one of
two equal groups: obese (23 male and 20 female;
20.45 ± 1.57 years; 102.30 ± 20.82 Kg; 1.70 ±
0.10 m; BMI = 34.67 ± 3.87 Kg/m2) or control (22
male and 21 female; 20.70 ± 1.39 years; 62.89 ±
10.47 Kg; 1.68 ± 0.10 m; BMI = 21.91 ± 1.86 Kg/
m2). The classification criteria adopted for the
formation of the groups was the value of body mass
index (BMI). Excluded from the study were the
subjects who had at least one of the following
features: smokers, drinkers (ANS stimulants),
subjects who use narcotics, medications or
presented any infections, metabolic diseases or
known cardiorespiratory system diseases, which
could affect the cardiac autonomic control.
All participants received explanations
regarding the procedures and objectives of the study
and upon agreement they signed a consent letter.
The study received approval from the Ethics
Committee of Institution (Proc. N° 11/2011).
Data Collection
The data collection was undertaken in a room
with the temperature between 21°C and 23°C and
relative humidity between 40 and 60%. The subjects
were instructed not to drink alcohol and caffeine
for 24 hours before evaluation. Datasets were
collected on an individual basis, between 8:00 and
11:00 a.m. to minimize the interference of the
circadian rhythm. All procedures necessary for the
data collection were explained on an individual basis
and the subjects were instructed to remain at rest
and avoid talking during the collection. Prior to
initiating the experimental procedure, the
participants were identified by age, height, weight
and BMI. Anthropometric measurements were
obtained following the standard recommendations
proposed by Lohman et al.26  BMI was computed
using the formula: weight (kg)/height2 (m).
The heart monitor strap was placed on the
thorax over the distal third of the sternum. The heart
rate receiver of the Polar S810i monitor (Polar
Electro OY, Kempele, Finland) was placed on the
wrist. This equipment has been previously validated
for beat-by-beat measurements and, the use of the
results for HRV analysis27. The participants were
instructed to recline in the face-up position on a
bed and rest with spontaneous breathing for 30
minutes. For the HRV analysis, the heart rate was
recorded beat-by-beat throughout the period at a
sampling frequency of 1000 Hz. For data analysis,
1000 consecutive RR intervals were applied, after
digital filtering and complemented with a manual
procedure for the elimination of premature ectopic
heartbeats and artifacts. Only series with more than
95% sinus rhythm were included28. All
measurements were performed by fully trained staff.
Chaotic global parameters
Multi-Taper Method: Power Spectrum
Disparagement exists in previous studies with
respect to chaotic global parameters. Analysis could
be more responsive if we applied the Shannon
entropy and DFA algorithms to the multi-taper
spectrum rather than the Welch power spectrum.
Thus the spectra applied in all three chaotic global
parameters would be the same.
MTM15,16 provides a useful tool for spectral
estimation and signal reconstruction, of a time
series of a spectrum that may contain broadband
and line components. MTM is non-parametric since
it does not apply an a priori, parameter dependent
model of the process that generated the time series
under analysis. MTM reduces the variances of
spectral estimates by using a small set of tapers.
Data is pre-multiplied by orthogonal tapers created
to minimize the spectral leakage owing to the finite
length of the time series. A set of independent
approximations of the power spectrum is calculated.
Functions known as Discrete Prolate Spheroidal
Sequences (DPSS) are a set of functions which
optimize the tapers. They are defined as
eigenvectors of a Rayleigh-Ritz minimization
problem.
MTM has the following features (1) Efficient
in detecting periodic components; (2) A random
signal may generate many false peaks which may
or may not be significant; (3) There are two ways
of testing the spectrum (red-noise29 and harmonic
tests).
Chaotic Globals
High spectral entropy is a function of the
irregularity of amplitude and frequency of the power
spectrums peaks. It is derived by applying Shannon
entropy12,13 to the MTM power spectrum (Figure 1).
This output is then normalized so that the
sum of the magnitude is equal to unity; giving a
normalized power spectrum. We then calculate an
intermediate parameter which is the median
Shannon entropy of the value obtained from three
different power spectra using the MTM power
spectra under three test conditions: a perfect sine
wave, uniformly distributed random variables, and
finally the experimental oscillating signal. These
values are then again normalized mathematically
so that the sine wave gives a value of zero, uniformly
random variables give unity, and the experimental
signal between zero and unity. It is this final value
that corresponds to high spectral entropy.
The standard DFA algorithm30,31 can be
applied to datasets where statistics such as mean,
variance and autocorrelation vary with time. To
obtain hsDFA we calculate the spectral adaptation
in exactly the same way as for high spectral
entropy using a MTM power spectrum with the
same settings; but DFA rather than Shannon
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entropy is the algorithm applied. Spectral Multi-
Taper Method (sMTM) is founded on the increased
intensity of broadband noise in power spectra
generated by irregular and chaotic signals. sMTM
is the area between the MTM power spectrum and
the baseline (Figure 1).
Figure 2. The boxplots above illustrate the mean values
and standard deviation of [CFP 1-7] referred to in the
section Chaotic Forward Parameter, for the RR intervals
of obese and non-obese youths. Mean values are indicated
by the (+) symbol. The number of RR intervals is 1000
and number of subjects is 43 for each category. CFP here
is different from previous studies since it applies the novel
high spectral variants of spectral entropy and sDFA
referred to in the section on chaotic global parameters.
Figure 1. A Multi-Taper Method power spectrum of 1000 ECG RR intervals of a obese youth. Illustrated by the arrows
are high spectral entropy (hs Entropy), high spectral detrended fluctuation analysis (hsDFA) and spectral multi-taper
method. The parameters for MTM are: (1) sampling frequency of 1Hz; (2) time bandwidth for the DPSS is 3; (3) FFT
length of 256; (4) Thomson’s adaptive nonlinear combination method to combine individual spectral estimates.
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Chaotic Forward Parameter
The parameter [CFPx 1-7] is referred to as
Chaotic Forward Parameter for the functions 1 to 7
below where it is applied to non-obese and obese
youth datasets. Since hsDFA responds to chaos in
the opposite way to the others we subtract its value
from unity when applying here. All three chaotic
global values have equal weightings.
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RESULTS
Results illustrate that there is a wide variation
in both the mean values and standard deviation for
both non-obese and obese youths (Figure 2). The
algorithm computes a significant statistical result
for three of the seven combinations (p < 0.01)
(Table 1). These are combinations [CFPx 1, 3 & 6].
In all cases there is a increase in chaotic response
when going from non-obese to obese youth
subjects. There is a considerable improvement in
significance applying high spectral techniques
compared to a similar previous study24.
Table 1: The table below shows the Kruskal-Wallis
tests of significance applied to the [CFP 1-7] for
the non-obese and obese youth subjects RR
intervals where the number of subjects is 43 for
each category. Note that here we are applying high
spectral entropy (hs Entropy) and high spectral
detrended fluctuation analysis (hsDFA) the variants
of spectral entropy and sDFA; in addition to sMTM.
Combination of Kruskal-Wallis
Chaotic Globals P-value
[CFPx 1-7]
CFP1 <0.0001
CFP2 0.6043
CFP3 <0.0001
CFP4 0.0515
CFP5 0.1242
CFP6 <0.0001
CFP7 0.1779
DISCUSSION
Parametric statistics generally assume the
data are normally distributed, hence the use of the
mean as a measure of central tendancy. If we cannot
normalize the data we should not compare means.
To test our assumptions of normality we apply the
Anderson-Darling32 test and the Lilliefors test33. The
Anderson–Darling test for normality applies an
empirical cumulative distribution function. The
Lilliefors test is useful in studies with small sample
sizes. In the majority of cases the p<0.05; for both
tests so we cannot pronounce that the observations
follow a normal distribution. Therefore we have a
probability plot of mainly non-normal data and so
we must apply the Kruskal-Wallis34 test of
significance.
A multivariate technique termed principal
component analysis (PCA) is beneficial here (Table 2).
We have the values of [CFP] for seven groups for 43
subjects who are obese youths; hence a grid of 7 by
43 to be assessed. The First Principal Component (PC1)
has a variance (eigenvalue) of 4.7758 and accounts
for 68.2% of the total variance. The Second Principal
Component (PC2) has an eigenvalue of 2.2185
accounting for 99.9% of cumulative total variance. PC2
accounting for 31.7% of its proportion of the variance.
Therefore we can assume that most variance is
acheived in the first two components. Only [CFPx 1, 3
& 6] are significantly different when tested by Kruskal-
Wallis test (p < 0.01).
[CFPx1] has the First Principal Component
(0.326) and the Second Principal Component
(-0.470); whereas, [CFPx3] has the First Principal
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Table 2: The table below illustrates the Principal Component Analysis for CFP for 7 groups of 43 subjects
who are obese youths. PC1 represents the First Principal Component, PC2 the Second; until the seventh
component PC7. Note application of high spectral variants of chaotic globals used to generate the data for
analysis here.
Combination of
Chaotic Globals PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 PC7
[CFPx 1-7]
CFP1 0.326 -0.470 0.434 -0.526 0.323 -0.302 0.110
CFP2 -0.245 -0.567 0.436 0.561 -0.162 0.179 0.235
CFP3 0.149 -0.634 -0.575 0.064 0.015 0.050 -0.488
CFP4 0.457 -0.014 0.053 -0.241 -0.237 0.809 0.139
CFP5 0.451 0.112 0.313 0.167 -0.616 -0.334 -0.409
CFP6 0.456 -0.049 -0.405 0.248 -0.099 -0.304 0.679
CFP7 -0.437 -0.200 -0.160 -0.507 -0.651 -0.125 0.217
Component (0.149) and the Second Principal
Component (-0.634). [CFPx6] has the First Principal
Component (0.456) and the Second Principal
Component (-0.049). Only the first two components
need be considered due to the steep scree plot.
[CFPx1] which applies all three chaotic globals
techniques is the proposed best overall combination
with regards to influencing the correct outcome. It
is the most robust statistically when compared by
p-value and PCA.
Additionally, there is evidence to apply
[CFPx 1] as the most robust function as in the
optimization problem posed by Garner and Ling11.
This in addition to forward problems in childhood
obesity24, diabetes mellitus23 and chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease35.
We have developed three robust functions
which can take short-times series of HRV and deduce
which time-series is from a non-obese and obese
youth subjects. There is a high level of significance
for these algorithms (p<0.001). The first algorithm
parameters is suggested as the most robust
algorithm. Referring to Garner and Ling11; which
applies the Duffing, Brusselator and Lorenz models
for the purposes of optimization; [CTF] a variant of
[CFPx] is the most reliable objective function
assessed by multivariate analysis. The same
conclusion reached here as PCA is applied to the
seven combinations of three parameters for obese
youths. Here 100% of influence is achieved by the
first two Principal Components. The combination
with all three chaotic globals applied testing as most
influencial algorithm.
By applying these novel functions there has
been a significant increase in chaotic response of
HRV for obese youths. In a previous study by
Vanderlei24 with obese children the same
relationship was found. The relationship between
obesity and complexity measures is useful in the
risk assessment of diseases associated with youth
obesity. It identifies severity from an inexpensive
and reliable method of monitoring the ANS. This is
helpful in treatments, such as determination of the
level of dietary or pharmacological intervention
especially in related dynamical diseases.
Nevertheless, proceeding cautiously, since the
subject’s autonomic modulation may be critical. It
is noted that there are other conditions which could
cause the complexities correlation.
Further improvement for future study could
involve modifying the DPSS of the MTM to optimize
the final level of significance. In addition the
weighting of the three chaotic global parameters
could be adjusted since here they have only equal
weightings of unity. It would also be statistically
favourable to have larger, but equal datasets for
both non-obese and obese youths.
CONCLUSIONS
Young obese subjects have increased the
chaotic response and the algorithm which applies
all three parameters (CFP1) is suggested as the
most influential and statistically significant for this
analysis. These results are atypical in that usually
diseased states decrease the chaosity of the
datasets and thus HRV. However there are still
advantages of such analysis. These include
quantitative assessment and suitable dietary,
pharmacological or even surgical intervention in the
condition.
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